I read with great interest the recent Science and Society article (Cancer: an old disease, a new disease or something in between? Nature Rev. Cancer 10, 728-733 (2010)) 1 . In their conclusions, the authors interpreted the available evidence to suggest that malignancies were rare in antiquity because of a lack of exposure to carcinogens that are widespread in modern societies. I differ with the authors' interpretation of the available evidence and thus with their conclusions. The issue at hand can be examined by dissecting it into two distinct questions. . We also have evidence from some studies that distinct types of malignant tumours such as multiple myeloma and nasopharyngeal carcinoma occurred at rates that are much higher than those in modern populations 5 . In summary, cancer is an ancient disease and is not 'man-made' . There is strong evidence from palaeoepidemiological studies that cancer was at least as prevalent in ancient human populations as it is in our modern societies. More studies designed specifically to establish the epidemiology of cancer in ancient populations are needed to corroborate these findings. Such studies should apply the minimum standards that are proposed by Zweifel et 
